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INTRODUCTION
The research outlined in this chapter is concerned with current practice in

relation to decision support systems (DSSs) in small businesses. The purpose
of this research (based on a survey approach) was to identify managers� needs
for computer-based support, and to explore if and how computer-based DSS
could be better developed and utilized to meet these needs. Factors that
hamper the utilization of DSS in small firms are also discussed.

There have been different measures of what small business is, and different
views on what a DSS ought to be. For the purposes of the research, the DSS
and small business are defined as follows:

Decision Support System (DSS)
Early DSSs were developed in parallel with Management Information

System (MIS) in the 1970s. An MIS is developed to primarily generate
management information from operational systems, while DSSs as defined by
Gorry and Scott Morton (1971) are information systems that focus on
supporting people in the unstructured and semi-structured decision-making
process. A typical DSS consists of four main components: the database, the
model base, the user interface and the users. Central to the DSS are the models
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and analytical tools that assist managers in solving decision problems. The most
common models include: the optimization model (where mathematical models
are used to calculate optimal solutions); the �what if?� model, and goal-seeking
scenarios (where mathematical models of decision problems are manipulated
by varying inputs and observing changes in the outputs). Concomitant with
advances in the technology of computing, most DSSs provide easy access to
data and flexible control models with a friendly user interface design. Some
DSSs also incorporate a variety of analytical tools and report / graphic
generators. The main purpose of DSSs is not to replace managers� ability to
make decisions, but to improve the effectiveness of their decision-making.

DSS in practice can hardly be separated from other types of computer-
based systems, as it is often integrated with those systems, for example,
operational databases, spreadsheets, report generators, and executive support
systems. Thus the boundary of DSS has now been extended, and DSS broadly
refers to any computer-based information system that affects or potentially
affects how managers make decisions. This includes data- and model-oriented
systems, reporting systems, executive support systems, expert systems and
group decision support systems. In light of this view, DSS in this research is
defined broadly to encompass any decision-making activity that is supported
by computers. These activities include: planning and scheduling (capacity
planning, production planning, materials planning, personnel planning and
capital budgeting); controlling (inventory control, production control), analysis
and forecasting (job estimating, cost analysis, labor productivity analysis, sales/
market analysis, sales/profit forecasting), as well as R & D of new products.

Small Business
The success and continued growth of small- and medium-sized enterprises

(SMEs) are critically important to local and national prosperity, but their
problems are not always accorded the same importance as those of larger
organizations. Compared to the research devoted to large organizations on the
use of information systems, SMEs have attracted much less attention. It is also
the case that the problems inherent in providing support for small business
management are more commonly studied from a social or economic viewpoint.
Very few studies indeed have addressed decision support needs in the context
of the use of information technology.

There is a common tendency to apply experience and techniques gained
from large organizations directly to small businesses, without recognizing the
differing decision support needs of the small business. Managers of small
businesses have often been disappointed with software packages because of
the inability of these to adapt well to their needs (Heikkila et al., 1991). There
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